Active microfluidic mixer and gas bubble filter driven by thermal bubble micropump
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Abstract

A microfluidic mixer with a gas bubble filter activated by a thermal bubble actuated nozzle-diffuser micropump is successfully demonstrated. The oscillatory flow generated by the micropump can induce wavy interface to increase the contact area of mixing fluids to accelerate the mixing process. The microfluidic mixing channels are 200 μm wide, 50 μm deep and the speed of the mixing liquids are measured at 6.5 μl/min. The optimal mixing result is found when the actuating frequency of thermal bubble reaches 200 Hz. Normalized gray-scale values that correspond to the completeness of the mixing effect are observed to be proportional to the one-third power of the input pulse frequency. Furthermore, a gas bubble filter is integrated and successfully demonstrated in the microfluidic mixing system. A model based on the principle of threshold pressure with respect to the geometry of microchannels is established. © 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Liquid mixing in the micro-scale presents a great engineering challenge for the success of the micro-total analysis system [1]. In the macro-scale, stirrers or special geometry designs have been used to generate turbulent flow in order to increase the contact area of different mixing liquids to speed up the mixing process. However, it is difficult to generate turbulent flow in microchannels as the flow is in low Reynolds number regime in the micro-scale. Therefore, alternative liquid mixing methods are needed for microfluidic devices. For example, Miyake et al. [2] tried an approach that divides the mixing liquids into tiny drops, mixes the drops separately and collects them together. Deshmukh et al. [3] control the injection of two mixing liquid to be interlaced to accelerate the mixing process.

This paper presents a microfluidic mixing system including a thermal bubble actuated nozzle-diffuser micropump [4], a meander-shape liquid mixing channel and a gas bubble filter. The intrinsically oscillatory flow generated by the bubble actuated nozzle-diffuser micropump and the “Y-shape” injection junction can induce a wavy liquid interface to accelerate the mixing process. Furthermore, a gas bubble filter is firstly presented to filter out gas bubbles in microchannels. This filter may have potential applications in microfluidic systems that require no disturbance of gas bubbles.

2. Device structure and fabrication

The microfluidic system is schematically shown in Fig. 1 with two SEM pictures showing the whole system and the close view of the gas bubble filter before the glass cover is bonded with the system. Two liquid inlet ports are designed for the inputs of two types of liquid with one of them passing through the thermal bubble pump that has a pumping chamber of 1 mm in diameter. A meander-shape microchannel with a total length of 10.5 mm (between E and F in Fig. 1), width of 200 μm and depth of 50 μm is designed as the liquid mixing area. The Y-shape injection junction has an opening angle of 40°. The gas bubble filter is placed afterwards and it is composed of 22 fine liquid channels of 10 μm wide and 800 μm long, and a gas bubble channel of 50 μm wide, 1000 μm long as shown in Fig. 1. Gas bubbles will be displaced out of the system from the gas bubble channel to the bubble outlet port such that the liquid outlet port can
deliver bubble-free liquid for downstream sample analyses and tests.

The major fabrication process of the microfluidic system is similar to the thermal bubble actuated micronozzle-diffuser pump [4] as schematically shown in Fig. 2. These features, a micropump, a meander-shape mixing channel, a gas bubble filter and liquid inlet/outlet ports, are fabricated by a two-depth deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process on a silicon wafer. The two depths are 50 µm for all the fluidic components and 500 µm (through wafer) for the liquid inlet/outlet ports. Its fabrication process starts from thermally growing a 1 µm thick silicon dioxide layer that is patterned and etched as the mask during the 50 µm deep silicon etch. Thereafter, a 9 µm thick photoresist is spun on, patterned and it functions as the mask for the through wafer etching process. After the first DRIE etching process, the photoresist is removed and the silicon oxide mask is used as the second mask to define microfluidic components. After these steps, the silicon wafer is dipped into hydrofluoric acid (HF) to remove silicon dioxide for bonding. The heater used to generate thermal bubbles in the micropump is made of copper (Cu) on the glass wafer. The Pyrex glass wafer is patterned and etched in buffered HF to form recesses for copper heaters to ensure flat bonding surface in the anodic bonding process. Layers of Cr and Cu (20 and 500 nm, respectively) are evaporated and patterned by the lift-off process. Finally, the fabrication process is completed with an anodic bonding of silicon and glass at 380 °C and 1100 V.

3. Microfluidic mixer

3.1. Design principle

In the micro-scale liquid mixing process, the molecular diffusion is the key factor and it can be modeled by Fick’s law [5]:

\[ J = -AD \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} \]  

(1)

where \( J \) is the flux, \( A \) the area, \( D \) the diffusion coefficient, \( C \) the concentration and \( x \) the distance. One can expect that the diffusion flux depends on the diffusion coefficient, concentration gradient and contact surface area. Since the diffusion coefficient is a material property and the concentration gradient decays during the mixing process, increasing the contact area is the most convenient approach to accelerate the mixing process. On the other hand, according to Fick’s law, the diffusion length between two liquids is proportional to the square root of the multiply of diffusion coefficient and time [5]:

\[ l \sim \sqrt{Dt} = \sqrt{\frac{DL}{V}} \]  

(2)

where \( l \) is the diffusion length, \( t \) the time, \( V \) the flow speed and \( L \) the traveling length. Therefore, based on the results from Fick’s laws, one way to increase the contact surface...
areas is to make the second liquid to oscillate and to penetrate the boundary of the first liquid at point E in Fig. 1 repeatedly as both liquids are moving downstream. This process can shorten the mixing time by introducing more contact areas between two mixing fluids. The nozzle-diffuser-based bubble pump generates oscillatory flow intrinsically, which can be utilized to induce a wavy liquid interface to increase the contact area and to provide intermittent thrust to interlace the liquid supply with the help of the Y-shape fluidic injection junction as shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Experimental

Flow visualization is often conducted as a qualitative measure of mixing performance. Because the mixing performance is evaluated by the homogeneity across the global flow field, applying dyes can be an easily accessible flow visualization tool for evaluating the mixing process. Blue food dye and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) are used as the experimental liquids in this mixing experiment. Fig. 3 schematically shows the experimental setup. The blue dye is filled into the microfluidic system firstly from the liquid reservoir through a polyimide tube of 300 μm in diameter to the first liquid inlet port as shown in Fig. 1. IPA is filled into the system in the same way from the second liquid reservoir. The height of the reservoirs of the two liquids are adjusted to about 10 cm above the microfluidic chip to provide a suitable pressure head and a liquid flow rate of around 6.5 μl/min is measured in both fluids. The pressure head is chosen to be higher than that of micropump so that no back flow will be generated from the operation of the thermal bubble pump. Thermal bubbles generate oscillatory flow for IPA to inject into the blue dye in order to enhance the mixing effect.

3.3. Results and discussion

It is difficult to effectively enhance mixing by merely flowing liquids through a microchannel. Fig. 4 illustrates the experimental result with two liquids, IPA (light color) and the blue dye (dark color) flowing through a meander channel at the speed of around 11 mm/s. The experiment is conducted on a device different from the one shown in Fig. 1 with a gas bubble filter connected to a straight channel. It can be observed that the mixing effect is poor right after the fluidic injection junction at point E. There is no significant color change along the mixing channel in the next 10 mm from point E to F in Fig. 4 and the reason is that the diffusion speed is slower than the flow speed. For example, the diffusion coefficients for most solvents are in the order of $10^{-9}$ m$^2$/s [5]; thus the diffusion length is only about 32 μm when the flow speed is 10 mm/s and the traveling distance is 10 mm. Therefore, the mixing result is poor initially and is improved at the end of the meander-shape mixing channel (distance between E and F is 10.5 mm). The mixing effect can be improved by using the bubble actuated nozzle-diffuser micropump as an agitation unit. Fig. 5 shows the agitation effect on the flow pattern by the micropump under a driving frequency of 5 Hz. IPA penetrates into the blue dye flow pattern as the bubble expands in the pumping chamber. When the bubble collapses, the blue dye is sucked back. These motions form a wavy interface between two liquids to increase the contact areas between two liquids and to improve the mixing effect. The mixing results with respect to the micropump driving frequency are shown in Fig. 6. These pictures are taken at point E (the initial mixing point), when the micropump is driven under various pulse frequencies of 5, 50, 100, 150 and 200 Hz. As the micropump driving frequency increases, dense wavy flow pattern is observed. If the wavelength of the wavy flow is equal to or shorter than the diffusion length, the mixing process can

![Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup.](image-url)

![Fig. 4. The diffusion mixing of IPA and the blue dye in the microchannel of 200 μm wide and 50 μm deep without the agitation of micropump.](image-url)
be considered as optimized. Therefore, the minimum frequency to achieve the optimal mixing result under a traveling distance of $L$ is derived in the following equation:

$$\lambda = \frac{V}{f}, \quad f \sim \sqrt{\frac{V^3}{DL}}$$

(3)

As shown in Fig. 7, the wave is barely visible as the micropump driving frequency reaches 200 Hz. Based on Eq. (3), this frequency is in the same order of magnitude to achieve optimal mixing effect. The quantitative mixing effects are evaluated by measuring the changes of the gray-scale value of pictures taken at the middle point of the mixing channel (point A in Figs. 1 and 4) and the results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows the normalized gray-scale value across the mixing channel under different micropump driving frequencies. The abscissa represents the location across the channel. Measured data from the first 30 $\mu$m and the last 50 $\mu$m across the channel are excluded due to strong error signals from the shadows of the side walls. The vertical axis shows the gray-scale value normalized by the gray-scale value of the pure blue dye. Quantitatively, the normalized gray-scale value at the spot with the coordinate of 150 $\mu$m increases from 0.2 to 0.6, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.95 when the pumping frequency is increased from 0 to 5, 50, 100 and 200 Hz, respectively. It can be observed that the gray-scale value increases in the IPA flow region with increased pulse frequency. Furthermore, the normalized gray-scale values become more uniform across the channel at higher pulse frequencies. It is noted that the normalized gray-scale value at the blue dye side only changes a little until the pulse frequency reached 200 Hz. One possible reason is that the gray-scale value does not correspond linearly to the concentration changes in the blue dye.

In addition to the mixing effect around the middle of the meander-shape microchannel, the mixing effect downstream as marked as “test region” in Fig. 4 is also characterized. The test region is about 14 mm away from the fluid injection junction. The fine microchannels are connected to one side of the mixing channel to sample the liquid concentration

Fig. 6. Mixing of IPA and blue dye near the initial encountering point under various micropump driving frequencies of 5, 50, 100, 150 and 200 Hz from left to right.

Fig. 7. Normalized gray-scale value across the mixing channel at point A (middle point of microchannel as illustrated in Fig. 4) under various micropump driving frequencies.

Fig. 8. Normalized gray-scale value of experimental results (shown as the markers) and the curve fitted model (shown as the dashed line) at the test region in Fig. 4 under various micropump driving frequencies.
changes near the wall, where the gray-scale image is more likely to be interfered by the shadow of the wall. In Fig. 8, the normalized gray-scale value at the testing region under various micropump driving frequencies is plotted. It is found that the gray-scale value increases proportionally to the one-third power of the pulse frequency. According to the trend of the fitted curve, the gray-scale value increases slowly at higher pulse frequency. This is predicted as mentioned previously that once the wavelength of the wavy flow is shorter than the diffusion length, the mixing process is optimized.

4. Gas bubble filter

4.1. Principle

The working principle of the gas bubble filter is based on the fact that the surface energy of the gas bubble increases when it is forced to move into a narrower channel as illustrated in Fig. 9. A certain amount of energy is required to deform the bubble. If the geometry of the bubble is assumed as a two-dimensional shape, the surface energy difference of the gas bubble between state A and B can be expressed as

\[ dE = \gamma_{lg} 2(h + w) ds_2 - \gamma_{lg} 2(h + W) ds_1 \]  

(4)

where \( E \) is the surface energy, \( \gamma_{lg} \) the surface energy per unit area between liquid and gas, \( h \) the depth of the channel, \( w \) the width of the narrower channel, \( W \) the width of the wider channel and \( s \) is a tiny displacement. The volume variations will be equal as the result of mass conservation, if the density variation of the bubble is negligible:

\[ hw ds_2 = hW ds_1 \]  

(5)

Hence, the surface energy difference equation can be rearranged as

\[ dE = 2\gamma_{lg} h \left( \frac{W}{w} - 1 \right) ds_1 \]  

(6)

On the other hand, the work required to transform the gas bubble from state A to B is

\[ dK = P_1 hW ds_1 - P_2 hw ds_2 \]  

(7)

where \( K \) is the work and \( P \) the pressure. The surface energy difference is equal to the work required between the states A and B and the pressure difference is derived as

\[ P_1 - P_2 = 2\gamma_{lg} \left( \frac{1}{w} - \frac{1}{W} \right) \]  

(8)

According to Eq. (8), a gas bubble filter can be designed by constructing the right combinations of the narrow and wide microchannel dimensions.

4.2. Experiments and results

The proposed gas bubble filter is demonstrated by connecting an input channel of 200 μm wide to a group of fine liquid output channels of 10 μm wide and a gas bubble output channel of 50 μm wide as shown in Fig. 10. The fine channels are designed as a group instead of using a single fine channel design in order to average out the output of bubble-free liquid. By using IPA as the working liquid, the operation of the gas bubble filter is demonstrated in the series of optical pictures shown in Fig. 10. The fine microchannels have a higher threshold pressure than the gas bubble channel such that gas bubbles pass through the gas bubble channel without entering the fine liquid output channel as shown in Fig. 10(a)–(c). If the diameters of gas bubbles are smaller than the width of the fine liquid output channel or the flow pressure is higher than the threshold pressure of the fine liquid channel, the bubble can flow into the fine liquid output channels. The surface energy per unit area for IPA is about 22 mJ/m² [6] and the threshold pressure for the fine liquid channel and the gas bubble channel are calculated as 4.18 kPa and 660 Pa, respectively. Therefore, as long as the pressure is between 600 Pa and 4.18 kPa, the gas bubble filter will be functioned properly. If the applied pressure is less than 660 Pa, the gas bubble will be accumulated at the input channel site and will not even pass the gas bubble channel as predicted by Eq. (8). This phenomenon is observed in experiments when the micropump is operated with low pressure head. On the other hand, when the micropump is operated to generate a sudden burst of bubble to generate high pressure head, gas bubbles have been observed to be squeezed into the fine liquid channels.

Overall, the micromixer and the gas bubble filter worked as planned. Several issues require further investigations. First, the bubble actuated micropump worked as an agitation unit in the mixing experiments such that mixing process is determined primarily on the oscillatory flow patterns generated by the thermal bubbles and not the pumping results from the bubble pump. It will be important to characterize the mixing effects when one or two fluids are powered directly from the bubble pump. Second, the Y-shape injection junction design has an opening angle of 40°. Since the injection angle as well as the opening geometry can change the patterns of the wavy flow drastically and affect the mixing process, the optimal injection junction design requires careful studies and this may involve fluidic analyses and simulations. Third, the pressure head that can be

![Fig. 9. Schematic drawing of the gas bubble deformation into a narrow channel.](image-url)
5. Summary

This paper has demonstrated a microfluidic mixing system with a gas bubble filter based on the thermal bubble agitation mechanism. The intrinsically oscillatory flow generated by the thermal bubbles enhance the mixing process. The mixing effect with bubble driving pulse frequencies from 0 to 200 Hz is studied. It is found that dense fluidic waves generated by the oscillatory flow accelerate the mixing process. When the wavelength of the wavy flow is shorter than the theoretical diffusion length, the optimal mixing effect is achieved. Furthermore, a gas bubble filter is proposed, fabricated and successfully demonstrated with the microfluidic mixer. A simple model is developed to estimate the required pressure thresholds in the design of the gas bubble filter.
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